THE PLATFORM FOR CREATION OF EVENT-DRIVEN APPLICATIONS BASED ON WOLFRAM MATHEMATICA AND APACHE KAFKA

The article is devoted to the study and development of the mechanism of interaction between Wolfram Mathematica programs and Apache Kafka queue to provide the ability to build event-driven applications based on it. The subject of the research is the practical principles of building a mechanism for interaction between Wolfram Mathematica and Apache Kafka through a proxy-server. The purpose of the article is to develop and substantiate practical recommendations regarding the formation of proxy-server and a mechanism for its work to publishing messages to the Apache Kafka queue and reading messages from it for programs of the mathematical processor Wolfram Mathematica, which will make it possible to build event-driven applications. The tasks are: to determine the mechanism of such interaction, prove the choice of tools for its implementation, create and test the obtained results. The research used the following tools: Apache Kafka, Kafkacat, servers Ubuntu 20 LTS, the method of developing the Wolfram Mathematica package. The results of the research: the mechanism of interaction between Wolfram Mathematica and Apache Kafka through a proxy-server was determined and the corresponding toolkit was created on its basis in the form of two Mathematica packages, which are built on using bash-scripts, Apache Kafka and third-party Kafkacat software. The first - for use on the end user's computer, the second – on a compute server with a remote Mathematica kernel. It is confirmed that the Mathematica processor is currently not suitable in its pure form for real-time data analysis. Conclusions. Practical recommendations have been developed and substantiated regarding the formation of the mechanism of interaction between the Wolfram Mathematica mathematical processor and the Apache Kafka queue manager through a proxy-server for the possibility of working in two directions with the queue: publishing messages and reading them. A toolkit for such interaction in the form of Mathematica packages has been created, their capabilities have been demonstrated. The economic benefit of using the described tools is shown. Future ways of its improvement are given.
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Introduction

The rapid development of distributed data processing and the transition in the construction of applications from monolithic architecture to service-oriented [1], and later micro service [2-4], which focuses on event processing (or messages), in recent years has led to improvement of real-time or near-real-time data transmission facilities, including such as queue managers or message brokers. One of the most common, refractory and powerful of them is Apache Kafka, which is demonstrated, for example, in [5-6]. It is able not only to dynamically adapt to the load from the queue customers, but also to scale vertically and horizontally.

Event-oriented software architecture is increasingly being implemented outside of commercial products. One such promising area is the processing of message flow by mathematical processors, which allows you to use their wide range of tools for data analysis: for example, developed and intensively developing interface for the interaction of MathWorks MATLAB with Kafka [7].

For the Wolfram Mathematica processor, which is also one of the world leaders in the field of intelligent data processing, this urgent task was solved in [8] - developed a mechanism for publishing messages and reading them from the Kafka queue. But the approaches outlined there are based on the local launch of applications that have the following shortcomings. Each of these approaches requires the installation and configuration of several complex components on the Kafka queue client computer. In addition, a direct connection to the Kafka cluster is associated with the following complications: each client needs to know the IP addresses of bootstrap servers, have authorization data on all servers in the cluster, and know all the necessary settings to work with them. This leads to such operational problems. First, when you change the IP addresses, ports, or other network settings of any of the Kafka cluster servers, and especially the bootstrap servers, you must make these changes on all clients. Second, when changing authentication settings, these changes must also be made on all clients. And, thirdly, when updating the version of Kafka, it may also be necessary to update it on all clients if it changes the data transfer protocol or other critical properties of the interface, because this may cause problems with interconnection, such as those described in [9 -10].

These shortcomings in the complex lead to the conclusion that such a system is unreliable and can be operated for a long time only when there is no need to make any changes to the Kafka cluster, and if necessary - can be used only with a small number of Kafka customers due to the large amount of work that needs to be performed synchronously in the event of changes in cluster settings.

This indicates that the task of building a reliable mechanism for the interaction of Wolfram Mathematica with Kafka remains unsolved. The most versatile way to increase this reliability is to use the approach of building a proxy server to centralize and hide all interaction settings and provide the client with a simple interface.

Therefore, the aim of this article is to develop and substantiate practical recommendations for the formation of the mechanism of bidirectional interaction of Wolfram Mathematica processor and queue manager Apache Kafka, which should be as simple as possible for queue clients, require a minimum of third-party applications, have a maximum deployment speed, cost of service. The task of the article is to identify the necessary elements of such a mechanism, to provide an analysis of the functional load for each of them, to justify the choice of tools for
Building an intermediary server

All of the above issues and disadvantages of using Apache Kafka or Kafkacat locally as a queue client can be solved with a single approach - using a proxy server that hides all settings and gives clients a simple interface to interact with the Kafka queue.

The purpose of transferring the complexity of the client's interaction with the Kafka queue manager from the user's computer to the Linux-based proxy server is to solve the following tasks. First, centralizing the entire Kafka queue connection mechanism in one place and hiding all the details and settings. Second, guaranteeing the security of the network connection by using a network tunnel through the SSH channel from the end client to the proxy server. This minimizes the applications that need to be installed on the user's computer, reducing them to a single SSH client. The proxy server also solves another problem - incompatibility of the client and any of the Kafka cluster servers due to protocol versions or other differences - all settings are available at any time for change by the administrator, and the server can be updated and restarted at one time. thereby making changes for all customers to queue together.

Important non-technical advantages of this approach include cost savings - only one DevOps specialist is required to monitor such a server, whose function can also be performed by a Kafka cluster administrator.

The disadvantages of this approach include the lack of support for modern data compression algorithms (zStd, Snappy, and others) in the SSH tunnel. This can be partially corrected by the LZ77's built-in SSH compression algorithm. Tunnel security is achieved by using crypto-strong passwords (less recommended) or authorization keys. In contrast to the approach previously discussed in [8], such a server has access to all Kafka cluster servers, and therefore these servers can be easily protected from unauthorized network connections via a firewall.

In [8] it was proved that the use of third-party software Kafkacat [11] to interact with the queue gives at least an order of magnitude faster communication channel of the queue client with the cluster than the standard queue client Apache Kafka, and an order of magnitude less computer resources for work. Therefore, it is worth using it on the server, because each client launches a new copy of the application for publishing or consuming messages, and saving resources in this case is already very significant. But this application at the time of writing does not have the functionality to delete and create queues, so these rare operations use standard Apache Kafka scripts.

The diagram of the system built on this approach is shown below in fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Connecting Mathematica to the Kafka queue cluster through a proxy server](image-url)

The well-known SSH package PuTTY is used to create an SSH tunnel [12]. Its significant features include cross-platform and portable distribution with a pre-configured connection profile, which hides from the end user the need to know the network settings of the SSH connection to the proxy server and greatly simplifies the use.

The basic idea of how Mathematica interacts with a proxy server is to open an SSH connection as a write channel and use it to execute remote commands on the proxy server. Such commands will be specially designed bash scripts that will be responsible for: reading and writing to the message queue - kafkaConsume.sh and kafkaPublish.sh, getting a list of existing queues - kafkaList.sh, deleting and creating queues - kafkaDelete.sh and kafkaCreate.sh.

Each script, except kafkaList.sh for obvious reasons, receives a queue name (variable "$ __ TOPIC" below the text), and kafkaPublish.sh also the key and text of the message published to the queue.

To simplify the configuration and ease of use of the developed bash-scripts on the server, environment variables $ KAFKA and $ BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS have been added, which describe the path to the "/bin/" subdirectory of the Kafka installation directory and the list of Kafka bootstrap servers, respectively.
The `kafkaConsume.sh`, `kafkaPublish.sh`, and `kafkaList.sh` scripts use the Kafkacat plugin. An important feature of this application is the default buffered output to the standard stream (stdout). This prevents reading from third-party applications like Mathematica. To disable this, use the "-u" argument.

The central design of the script for reading messages from the `kafkaConsume.sh` queue is:

```bash
kafkacat -C -J -u -q \n  -b "$BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS" \n  -t "$(__TOPIC)"
```

The argument "-C" includes read mode, "-J" - receive a message in full JSON-format, "-u" - switches to unbuffered output mode, "-q" - disables the output of service information, the latter - understandable in content.

Posting in a queue differs only in the first line, which has the form:

```bash
echo "${__KEY}:${__VALUE}" | kafkacat -P -K: \n```

The argument "-P" includes the publishing mode, "-K:" - includes the division of the key and the value of the message by a colon.

The essence of the script `kafkaList.sh`, which is responsible for obtaining a list of queues, is reflected by the following construction:

```bash
kafkacat -L \n  -b "$BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS" \n  | egrep "^s+topic" \n  | sed -r 's/[^]*[^]+(\.)[^]+$/\1/'
```

This complexity is due to the fact that "kafkacat -L" displays detailed information in queues, to get only the names you need to separate them.

The `kafkaDelete.sh` and `kafkaCreate.sh` scripts use the same ideas and constructions as set out in [8] and are based on the standard Apache Kafka scripts due to the fact that the Kafkacat application does not have such functionality at the time of writing.

To increase the security of the described scripts, you need to create and configure a separate Linux user for Mathematica SSH clients on the proxy server.

### Development of the Mathematica package

To build the described system, you also need to develop a Wolfram Mathematica package for the client side, which will use the developed bash-scripts on the side of the proxy server for operations with messages and queues.

By analogy with the Mathematica package [8], the KafkaProxyServerLink package was developed. Its structure of files and directories, shown in fig.2, is completely repeated except for the added directory "bash", which contains the above-developed bash-scripts that implement interaction with the queue manager Kafka.

Fig. 2. Mathematica directory structure for SSH connection to proxy server

The "bash" subfolder must be uploaded to the proxy server and the files in it can be executed by a user connecting via SSH.

The interaction of the package with the queue differs from [8] only by using the `Write` function instead of `Run` to write to the stream (publish to the queue), which must be opened using the `OpenWrite` function as follows:

```wolfram
SSHSstream = OpenWrite["!"] >> SSHPuttyCommand, FormatType->OutputForm, PageWidth->Infinity];
```

Opening a write stream via `OpenWrite` is important because Mathematica can only have a thread for one operation: read or write - a combination of them is not possible. You should pay attention to the values of the For-matType and PageWidth options when opening the stream: the first sets the output of the string without shielding and other modifications, the second - disables automatic string transfers. The `SSHPuttyCommand` variable stores the command to run the plink component from the PuTTY program set with the parameters "-batch

```wolfram
KafkaGetBashScript[name__, args___:Null] := Module[{path},
  path = FileNameJoin[{"SSHKafkaBashPath", name<>".sh"}, OperatingSystem->"Unix"];
  Return[StringJoin[Riffle["bash", path, args, " "]]];
];
```
Which takes the name of the script and optionally its arguments through a comma, creates a full path to the bash script on the proxy server in Unix notation (the global variable SSHKaf-kaBashPath stores the path to the directory of bash scripts on the server) and combines it with arguments, separating them with spaces.

The use of the package in the Mathematica document is completely similar to the option with local start [8]. The JSON string returned by Kafkacat is processed in a similar way.

**Using the remote Mathematica kernel**

Mathematica processor is built on a client-server architecture with a platform-independent core [13]. Therefore, it is necessary to stop separately in case of use of a remote kernel [14] on the computing server built on the basis of Linux operating system which example can serve [15].

If you combine two servers into one: the Mathematica computing server and the proxy server for Kafka, then the connection to the queue core processor connection to the queue manager client will be local.

This allows you to combine the simplicity of the local connection package [8] to the Kafka queue manager client with the call from inside the bash scripts used in the package for the proxy server. This will provide the advantages of both packages without their disadvantages: no need to install additional software on the client other than PuTTY, the use of a fast application Kafkacat, direct execution of the core of bash-scripts instead of SSH. Also, obviously, you do not need a separate proxy server.

The system diagram for the computing server is shown in fig. 3 below.

![System Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Connecting the Mathematica client to the Kafka cluster via a computing server

The differences are, first, the description of all paths in the document using the FileNameJoin function, which uses a directory delimiter based on kernel settings, rather than Mathematica FrontEnd. Second, to use the Linux sh shell instead of calling PuTTY for local bash scripts to run on the server.

The package "KafkaRemoteKernelLocalLink" for Mathematica created for this case is a wrapper for the one developed above and has the following directory structure, which is shown in fig. 4.

```
BeginPackage["KafkaRemoteKernelLocalLink",
  {"KafkaProxyServerLink"}]
```

And replaces its function of opening a stream for reading or writing with one that uses the Linux application sh, as mentioned above.

Thus, it is achieved that from the Mathematica document both packages are identical in use.

**Demonstration of work**

To demonstrate the work of the developed tools for building event-driven programs in Mathematica using an intermediary server, we will conduct an identical [8] experiment - generating an arbitrary number in the range [-50,50], repeated 100 times with a delay of one second.

To implement the experiment on a local computer, two Mathematica documents were created: a generator and a reader. The reader has a local core processor, which is allocated its own processor core for independent operation, and uses the developed package "KafkaProxyServerLink" to connect to the proxy server. The generator is connected to a computing server, which is built similarly to [15] and configured as an intermediary server in accordance with the requirements set out in the
article, and uses the developed package "KafkaRemoteKernelLocalLink". DigitalOcean cloud technologies were chosen as the platform, where servers based on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS x64 OS were located. Choosing a cloud service as a basis allowed you to quickly deploy servers and change their configurations to meet the needs of the task.

The content of the experiment is as follows: an arbitrary number is generated on the publication side and added to the end of the points array, which has a dynamic update in the document, and is sent to the queue. At the same time, the client-reader receives a message with this number, adds it to its array, which automatically leads to the restructuring of the graph based on it, which also has a dynamic output. The graph is constructed by the ListPlot function for the whole definition area, with the option "InterpolationOrder -> 2", which makes the graph smoother, but at the boundary points leads to values out of the original range [-50.50], and serves as an additional load on message processing.

Since the client can only connect to a queue that already exists, the document with the publication of messages that creates the queue was launched first, followed by the reader's document. The result obtained at the same time for both documents is shown in fig. 5.

Prospects for further development of the system

Prospects for further development of the developed tools are the following improvements.

To completely eliminate the need for third-party client-side applications, it makes sense to consider using Mathematica's built-in features for SSH connections, starting with version 11.3: RemoteConnect and RemoteRunProcess [17], which could eventually replace the use of PuTTY software.

On the side of the intermediary server – it seems relevant to develop a Docker-container with built-in ready-made tools, which is described in the article, for the fastest deployment.

Conclusions

The paper develops and substantiates practical recommendations for the formation of the mechanism of interaction between the mathematical processor Wolfram Mathematica and the queue manager Apache Kafka using an intermediary server to work in two directions: publishing messages in the queue and consuming messages from it. Appropriate tools have been created.

The mechanism is developed in two variants: use of the intermediary server and combination of the last with the calculation server for a remote kernel. The second option allows you to have only one server for both tasks.

It is shown that the toolkit developed in the article allows you to easily build event-driven programs in Mathematica that require client-only PuTTY applications and data to connect to a single proxy server – that is, in the most simplified way, with maximum deployment speed on a new client and without maintenance needs by centralizing all interaction with the Kafka cluster on the proxy server. In addition, using a proxy server resolves the incompatibility issue between the client and any of the
Kafka cluster servers due to protocol versions or other differences due to its availability to change settings at any time.

The economic benefit of using the described tools is achieved by saving money on the maintenance of the described system: to monitor the proxy server requires only one DevOps specialist, whose function can be performed by the administrator of the Kafka cluster, on the client side such a specialist is not needed. Also, significant economic benefits are achieved by deploying an intermediary server in the cloud infrastructure, where the cost of ownership is much lower compared to real equipment and reduced to the time of its actual use, and the time and cost of its modification are the lowest.
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ПЛАТФОРМА ДЛЯ ПОБУДОВИ КЕРОВАНИХ ПОДІЯМИ ДОДАТКІВ НА БАЗІ WOLFRAM МАТЕМАТИКА ТА АРАСНЕ КАФКА

Стаття присвячена дослідженню та розробці механізму взаємодії програм Wolfram Mathematica із менеджером черги Apache Kafka для надання можливості побудови на його основі керованих подіями додатків. Підходом до розв’язання стосовно продукції Wolfram Mathematica через сервер-посередник. Метою статті є розробка та обґрунтування практичних рекомендацій щодо формування сервера-посередника та механізму його роботи для публікації повідомлень у чергу Apache Kafka та споживання повідомлень із неї програмами математичного процесора Wolfram Mathematica, що дає можливість побудови керованих подіями додатків на його основі.
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ПЛАТФОРМА ДЛЯ ПОСТРОЕННИЯ УПРАВЛЯЕМЫХ СОБЫТИЯМИ ПРИЛОЖЕНИЙ НА БАЗЕ WOLFRAM МАТЕМАТИКА И АРАСНЕ КАФКА

Статья посвящена исследованию и разработке механизма взаимодействия программ Wolfram Mathematica с менеджером очереди Apache Kafka для предоставления возможности построения на его основе управляемых событиями приложений. Целью статьи является разработка и обоснование практических рекомендаций по формированию сервера-посредника и механизма его работы для публикации сообщений в очередь Apache Kafka и чтения сообщений из нее для программ математического процессора Wolfram Mathematica, что даст возможность построения управляемых событиями приложений на его основе. Задача: определить механизм такого взаимодействия, обосновать выбор инструментария для его реализации, создать и протестировать полученный результат. В ходе исследования использованы средства: информационные технологии Apache Kafka, KafkaCat, сервера на базе Ubuntu 20 LTS, способ разработки пакета Wolfram Mathematica. Результаты исследования: определен механизм взаимодействия Wolfram Mathematica с Apache Kafka через сервер-посредник и создан соответствующий инструментарий на его основе в виде двух пакетов Mathematica, которые построены на использовании bash-скриптов, Apache Kafka и стороннего программного обеспечения KafkaCat. Первый – для использования на компьютере конечного пользователя, второй – на сервере вычислений с удаленным ядром Mathematica. Подтверждено, что на данный момент математический процессор Mathematica не подходит в чистом виде для анализа данных в реальном времени. Выводы. Разработаны и обоснованы практические рекомендации относительно формирования механизма взаимодействия математического процессора Wolfram Mathematica и менеджера очереди Apache Kafka через сервер-посредник для возможности работы в двух направлениях с очередью: публикации сообщений и их чтения. Создан инструментарий для такого взаимодействия в виде пакетов Mathematica, продемонстрированы их возможности. Показана экономическая выгода от использования описанного инструментария. Приведены будущие пути его усовершенствования.

Ключевые слова: управляемые событиями приложения; менеджеры очереди; математический процессор; облачные технологии; экономия ресурсов и средств; Kafka; Mathematica.
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